Flow past a single small planar or three-dimensional roughness mounted on a smooth surface is investigated theoretically for various edge steepnesses, the oncoming planar motion being within a boundary layer or other near-wall shear. Nonlinear edge properties at large Reynolds numbers largely control the flow responses at the threedimensional roughness wing-tips and the impacts of separation(s), among other features. From analysis and computation, criteria are found for the generation of nonlinear upstream influence, downstream influence and separations, for two-and threedimensional roughnesses, as well as wing-tip separations. In particular, it is predicted that with a severe edge (e.g. a 90
Introduction
Fluid flow past a low-lying roughness or roughnesses on an otherwise smooth solid surface is of concern in many physical settings, in two or three spatial dimensions, and especially so at large Reynolds numbers. The influences of surface roughness in practice can be substantial: for example, within a turbulent boundary layer as in Grass et al. (1991) , Perry et al. (1969) , Krogstad et al. (1992) ; in the transition of a laminar boundary layer as in Mochizuki (1961) , Klebanoff & Tidstrom (1972) , Kendall (1981) , Van Dyke (1982) , Corke et al. (1986) , Morkovin (1990) , Kachanov (1995) , Saric et al. (1995) , Zanchetta & Hillier (1995) , Savin (1996) , Smith (1996) ; or within a predominantly laminar flow, e.g. Sedney (1973) , Sykes (1980) and references therein. There are also wide varieties of roughness or obstacle shapes, sizes and distributions of interest with regard to external aerodynamics, turbomachinary flows, geophysical motions and physiological flows for instance, such as in imperfections, designed surfaces and rivets on airfoils and blades (see references above), small hills, uneven terrain and buildings in the atmospheric boundary layer (Panofsky 1974; Walton & Smith 1997) , and growths and local damage sites on arterial walls. Our concern is with increasing the theoretical understanding and determination of such roughness flows of small scale in two-or three-dimensional configurations and, to a lesser extent, related ones of larger scale epitomized by the boundary-layer flow past a tall three-dimensional obstacle as in Shabaka & Bradshaw (1981) , Gajjar & Smith (1984) , Doligalski et al. (1994) and references therein. Larger-scale obstacles, in fact, have attracted much, if not more, experimental and computational effort (see references just mentioned, Woods & Clark's (1987) figures 96, 97, showing flows around cars, and Van Dyke's (1982) figure 92 , for instance), one striking phenomenon there being the upstream appearance of significant three-dimensional separation, due to inviscid feedback of pressure, along with so-called necklace vortices which then skirt around the extreme spanwise edge(s) or wing-tip(s) of the obstacle before trailing downstream. This raises the issues of what upstream separations and subsequent vortices are to be expected for the low-lying obstacles or roughnesses of most interest here, what parameters help to control their appearance, shape and behaviour, in two or three dimensions, and what downstream responses are provoked.
The flow effects of increasingly steep edges to the roughness suggest still further issues, as do other shape characteristics of a roughness, including corners, sharp edges and irregularities. Special attention is paid here to the motion past a typical, single, low-lying but steep-sided three-dimensional roughness which is of small dimensions overall, relative to the typical oncoming laminar boundary-layer thickness, say, and is comparatively smooth (e.g. flat-topped) apart from its edges. The further issues then raised include the dependence of any separation and upstream/downstream influence on the edge steepness, the position of the separation curve(s), wing-tip effects, shed vortices, how much of the induced motion is quasi-planar and how much fully three dimensional, the flow dependence on Reynolds number, and on the overall roughness shape and planform, and the influence of the roughness (obstacle, hump, etc.) on transition. The complexities and subtleties associated with all these issues, and with those mentioned earlier concerning the fluid flows themselves, suggest the desirability of a close examination for a single roughness element first rather than for a distribution of roughnesses. The above issues, along with the contrasts between two-dimensional flows passing over a roughness and three-dimensional flows which can pass over or around the roughness, are addressed in the present work for laminar steady motions. The work is cast in terms of an incident external boundary-layer flow, well inside which the roughness is embedded, but alternatively the incident flow could be an internal pipe flow, for example, since the major nonlinear responses found occur quite close to the solid surface. The aim here is to understand and categorize these responses with regard to the roughness edge dimensions, the Reynolds number and so on, and in particular try to gain insight into the influence of some of the severest edge cases, such as 45
• or 90
• steps, in two and three dimensions, when the Reynolds number is large.
Some closely related issues have been settled, by and large, in earlier theoretical studies for larger-scale planar flows and/or internal motions past substantial obstacles. In symmetric planar flow through a channel or in axisymmetric pipe flow, significant upstream influence and separation were predicted by Smith (1978 Smith ( , 1980a , ahead of a severe constriction, and quantitative agreement with pipe-flow experiments emerged, following which Dennis & Smith (1980) found good quantitative agreement with direct numerical simulations, again at moderately large Reynolds numbers, for symmetric channel motion involving a substantial forward-facing (90 • ) step. In non-symmetric planar channel flow, even greater upstream separation is predicted, yielding experimental and computational agreement with the theory, in Smith (1977) , followed by further predictions in Smith & Duck (1980) . It is found in the current work that flow interactions broadly analogous with those in Smith (1978 Smith ( , 1980a above apply also to the present roughness-flow settings, for both twoand three-dimensional roughnesses, whether for internal or external oncoming flow, and similar ideas hold for the downstream influence. As in the earlier investigations, a major need is to predict the separation and reattachment points, if any, upstream (at streamwise positions x 1 , x 2 , say) and downstream (x 3 , x 4 ) on the roughness, in two dimensions, and the corresponding critical values of the roughness height or edge length which produce the first occurrences of separation upstream and downstream. In three-dimensional flow, the separation and reattachment curves are to be found, say, for the typical case of a steep-edged roughness of circular planform.
Determining the flow past the steep-edged roughness brings in a number of distinct features. One is that of nonlinear edge-layer flows themselves, behaving independently of the rest of the motion. Second is the occurrence of upstream influence, and especially upstream separation, arising broadly as in the internal flows discussed above. These first two features apply to both two-and three-dimensional configurations. Third is the local behaviour near the wing-tip for three-dimensional roughnesses and fourth, again in three dimensions, is the possible extra nonlinear upstream influence emerging for flows with zero displacement as in Smith (1976a) . The fifth feature is on the wide range of realistic conditions under which the two-dimensional flow properties extend in quasi-planar fashion to give correct predictions in three dimensions; for example, for the separation curve upstream. Indeed, under many conditions it is found that the only fully three-dimensional nonlinear response is situated near the wing-tip, joining the quasi-planar nonlinear front-and rear-edge flow responses, whereas the bulk of the flow past the three-dimensional roughness remains linear. A contest and/or interplay between nonlinear wing-tip behaviour and the occurrence of nonlinear upstream influence, in the three-dimensional case, is also seen when the work focusses eventually on flow properties due to the front face and the question of upstream influence and separation. The upstream separation is caused by the feedback of the pressure field from the front face itself, somewhat (but not entirely) analogous with the trend towards a stagnation point for the larger-scale obstacles mentioned previously in this section.
The flows studied here are laminar, steady and mostly three dimensional, then, although aspects of instability and transition are touched on subsequently. The global Reynolds number Re = U D∞ L D /ν D is assumed to be large, where L D is the typical development length of the incident planar boundary layer present, or airfoil chord, U D∞ is a representative streamwise speed of, or outside, the boundary layer, and ν D is the kinematic viscosity of the incompressible fluid of density ρ D , with D denoting dimensional quantities. The Cartesian coordinates used are L D (x, y, z), streamwise, normal and spanwise, respectively, with corresponding velocity components U D∞ (u, v, w) , the time is written L D t/U D∞ and the pressure is ρ D U 2 D∞ p to within a freestream constant. Intrinsic quantitiess,n,ū,w are also used as defined later for three-dimensional motions. The incident boundary layer, therefore, has a characteristic thickness of order Re −1/2 in y, giving a u-velocity profile u B (Re 1/2 y), say, near the local roughness, sited at x = z = 0 for convenience, and the local O(1) wall shear stress factor Re −1/2 du B /dy at y = 0 is normalized to be unity by the appropriate choice of U D∞ , again without loss of generality. Section 2 below considers the planar-flow case, addressing the effects of increasingly steep edges (mild, medium, strong, severe) in turn in § § 2 b-e. Then three-dimensional roughness flows are studied in § 3 for mild edges, § 4 for medium edges and § 5 for strong and severe edges. Further comments are provided in § 6, including discussion of three-dimensional streamlines (cf. Sedney 1973) . Explanatory diagrams of the scalings and nonlinear edge layers and the parameters involved for two-and three-dimensional roughness flows are given in figure 1, partly to indicate the ranges of the theory in § § 2-5. More restrictions are found in the three-dimensional context, for instance, from the wing-tip influence ( § § 3-5) as the fluid flows partly around the roughness, than in the two-dimensional case of § 2, where the general flow is over the roughness, apart from any confined separated eddies present. In both two and three dimensions, separation tends to happen first near the rear face, for mildly steep edges, whereas upstream separation is delayed to the strong and severe edges; throughout, however, the separations are controlled by an interactive boundary-layer mechanism with unknown surface pressure. It is found, in particular, that the upstream separation curve for a severe front edge, such as on a 90
• forward-facing step, is predicted to be at a distance
(1.1) ahead of the edge in terms of x or the corresponding normal coordinaten in three dimensions, where σ 1 is a constant,ĥ is the roughness height (in y) and ψ is the planform tangent angle of the edge. A significant point is that the result (1.1) holds independently of the specific edge shape. An experimental comparison is also included in § 6. Other points of note prior to the detailed working are these. The theory concentrates right from the start on zero-displacement flows, near the wall, but similar considerations apply to triple-deck flows as well (see also Smith 1976b; Smith et al. 1976 Duck & Burggraf 1986; Bogolepov 1988; Choudhary & Duck 1995) . A Prandtl transposition is taken in y where necessary throughout the work, sometimes being written explicitly, sometimes implicitly. Few detailed experimentally based studies or simulations seem available as yet for comparisons on low-lying roughness flows, as mentioned before. The current assumption of laminar flow could be viewed as a weakness of course, but in fact quantitative agreement between theory, experiments and simulations was found in the internal-flow configurations described earlier, and in any case the current findings may be used as a basis for transition studies, as in Savin (1996) and Smith (1996) , and references therein, while generating ideas for turbulent modelled motions also. Again, surface engineering devices often aim to preserve laminar flow as far as possible and so the ranges of validity and the separation criteria found here may serve as guidelines for surface designs.
Two-dimensional roughness flows with increasingly steep edges
The study in this section begins with consideration of two-dimensional flow past a slender smooth small obstacle and ends with two-dimensional flow past a steepedged obstacle, such as with a forward-facing 90
• step, before three-dimensional flow features are addressed in the subsequent sections. To be specific, § 2 a starts from the basic well-known case of smooth small, but not too small, roughnesses with nonlinear viscous-inviscid interaction, followed by § § 2 b, c, where mild and medium steep-edge
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Figure 1. (a) Flow structure over/around a steep-edged two-( § 2) or three-dimensional ( § § 3-5) roughness near the wall. Dashes indicate the nonlinear edge zones and, in three dimensions, the wing-tip zone on an arbitrary smooth planform. Outside these zones linear properties hold, e.g. on the bulk of the roughness. (b) The dependence on roughness heightĥ and edge length ∆ˆ of the typical mild, medium, strong and severe edge cases studied for two-dimensional flow ( § 2), yielding nonlinear interactive motions, especially concerning the front face. Above the upper restriction onĥ, which is associated with triple-deck interaction, there is relatively large-scale separation. In three dimensions there are further restrictions to the diagram as discussed in § § 3-5.
effects stemming from § 2 a are examined, and by § § 2 d, e on yet steeper edges (strong and severe) and the development of substantial upstream influence. In all instances, the obstacle is buried well within the incident boundary layer, the obstacle height h being small compared with O(Re −1/2 ) and its lengthˆ being small. The scales involved are made more precise as we proceed.
(a ) Flow over a smooth obstacle The basic roughness shape with which we start is assumed to have its length scalê and height scaleĥ such that the obstacle occupies a finite fraction of the characteristic viscous sublayer, whose thickness in y is O(Re −1/2ˆ 1/3 ) from the momentum balance. In addition, the roughness size is supposed sufficiently small that no signif-icant pressure-displacement feedback takes place with the uniform flow outside the boundary layer. Thus, the range of concern here initially iŝ
Here, the lower limitation on the lengthˆ means that the roughness dimensionsĥ,ˆ are larger than those of the Navier-Stokes region (Re −3/4 ) and the typical roughness slopeĥ/ˆ is small, whereas the upper limitation onˆ corresponds to the roughness dimensions being small compared with the triple-deck dimensions which control one form of pressure-displacement feedback (see Hunt 1971; Smith 1973 Smith , 1976b . A different feedback mechanism arising for increased slopes with small length scales is considered later in § § 2 d, e and in § 5. For now, the focus is on the range (2.1).
The main nonlinear flow behaviour is then confined to the near-wall sublayer in which [u, v, p, x, y 
2) the scale of u being inferred from the incident boundary-layer profile, that of v from continuity, p from momentum balancing, and the x, y scales are implied by (2.1). The continuity and Navier-Stokes equations therefore reduce to the boundary-layer formulation
with ∂P/∂Y negligible as usual to this order, from the normal momentum, while the boundary conditions appropriate are
Here the Prandtl shift has been applied withV ,Ȳ denoting V −hf (X)U , Y −hf (X) in turn, for convenience, the scaled obstacle shape f (X) is generally an O(1) smooth function and the height parameter h is O(1) (givingĥ ∼ Re −1/2ˆ 1/3 h), so that (2.3 c) is the no-slip condition on the obstacle surface, whereas (2.3 e) holds if the obstacle begins at X = 0, say. The constraint (2.3 d) denotes a zero-displacement requirement (U − Y → 0), consistent with the absence of substantial nonlinear interaction with the motion external to the boundary layer when the upper limit onˆ in (2.1) stands (see above references). Because of that, the flow system (2.3 a)-(2.3 e) exhibits no upstream influence ahead of the initial station X = 0. This property of the system can be seen in the analytic solutions for small h presented in, for example, Hunt (1971) , Smith (1973 Smith ( , 1978 and . What upstream influence there is so far arises as a higher-order effect and is linear, i.e. insubstantial, in the current regime, a matter touched on by the above references and taken further in § 2 d below. Likewise, the flow response outside the sublayer of (2.2)-(2.3 e) is also of a linear nature.
Flow solutions of (2.3 a)-(2.3 e), for example for the unknown pressure P and scaled skin friction τ W ≡ ∂U/∂Ȳ atȲ = 0, are given for small values of h analytically in the above references, for O(1) values of h numerically by Smith (1976b and others) , and for large h values in Smith & Daniels (1981) . The small h properties, obtained from a linearization about the initial condition in (2.3 e), are actually quite illuminating for what follows later on edge effects. At small h, the pressure and skin-friction solutions are
with an error of O(h 2 ), where the constants
As an example, we take the smooth shape f (X) = tanh[X/∆] tanh[(1 − X)/∆] for 0 X 1, zero otherwise, and consider the resultant pressure in (2.4 a) as ∆ decreases, the positive parameter ∆ denoting an effective edge length scale on the front or rear faces of the obstacle, with the corresponding slopes of those faces being h/∆. When ∆ becomes small, sub-regions develop in (2.4). Thus, near the front face where X is O(∆), with X = ∆X, say,
so that P is O(h∆ 1/3 ), but it then grows downstream likeX 1/3 from (2.5 a). Next, therefore, over the range 0 < X < 1 where the (majority of) the obstacle is flattopped, f ∼ 1, (2.4 a) yields
This is followed by the rear-face subregion, given by X = 1 + ∆X withX now of O(1), in which
for −∞ <X 0, the integral limits changing to −∞, 0 forX > 0, and then in the final wall-wake region X > 1, (2.4 a) gives
The ultimate downstream decay ∝ X −2/3 in P at large positive X is in agreement with previous linearized findings. The results (2.5) match successively as required near the edges X = 0, 1, and analogous results hold for the skin-friction perturbation of (2.4 b) within the subregions.
Two features stand out immediately. One is that relatively rapid adjustments are confined to the O(∆) front-and rear-face subregions as in (2.5 a), (2.5 c). Second, the rear-face flow responds as if there is an effective reduction in the obstacle height locally, the pressure to within an additive constant in (2.5 c) being controlled by (f − 1) locally (and likewise for τ W via (2.4 b)) rather than by the total height f in (2.4 a). It is clear further that the front-or rear-face flow reacts to the local shape of the front or (reduced) rear face alone, thus becoming distinct from the rest of the motion, when ∆ is small. Also, the local results (2.5 a), (2.5 c) The same happens at the rear, subject to the constant reductions described above for f and P . In between, on the other hand, along the majority of the obstacle top, the linearized results (2. Guided by the suggestions towards the end of the previous subsection, we discuss next two major kinds of nonlinear edge behaviour, namely mild and medium, within the framework of (2.3 a). It is observed that
describes the range of application here. See also figure 1 concerning the parameter ranges.
The first nonlinear edge response occurs if h ∼ ∆ 1/3 (a mildly steep edge), from § 2 a, in which case
to leading order at the front, with a similar expression for the rear face. ThenŨ ,Ṽ , P are governed by (2.3) again, with tildes inserted, inX,Ỹ , and in particular
where h ≡ ∆ 1/3h withh of order unity andf is the local front shape, withf (0) = 0, f(∞) = 1. Solutions for smallh are as in (2.5 a) in effect. For O(1) values ofh, we obtained numerical solutions as shown in figure 2a using a marching finite-difference method of Smith & Bodonyi (1985) . The front-face shapef chosen is tanh(X) for X 0, zero forX < 0 (cf. (2.5)), and the figure shows the surface shear stress (skin friction) and pressure produced for varioush values. For all positive values ofh, the motion is more attached on the obstacle front edge (X > 0) than in the incident flow (X < 0), such thatτ W ≡ ∂Ũ/∂Ỹ atỸ = 0 increases above the incident value of unity, a trend which becomes accentuated ash continues to increase, accompanied by an increasingly favourable pressure-gradient response. At largeh values, a multistructure develops, similar to that in Smith (1976b) and Smith & Daniels (1981) , involving mainly the two streamwise length scales
andX ∼h 3 (2.8 b) and leading into the medium-edge properties addressed later in this subsection. Further, at any value ofh, the pressure and skin-friction behaviours downstream at large positiveX are given byP On the rear face, close to X = 1, analogous arguments apply except that
holds in place of (2.7 a), while (2.7 b) is replaced bỹ
in view of the effective roughness height reduction and the constant pressure level (∆ 1/3 π 3 ) locally, as near the end of § 2 a (see also Appendix A). Here,f gives the rear-face shape, havingf (−∞) = 1 and (say)f (0) = 0. Computational solutions for the surface shear, pressure and sample shear profiles induced are given in figure 2b, for the shape tanh(−X) forX < 0, zero otherwise, for which (2.5 c) describes the linearized smallh result. The nonlinear effects observed at this rear edge are generally opposite from those at the front, as might be expected. For order-one values ofh less than a finite (separation) valueh r , the scaled skin frictionτ W , i.e. ∂Ũ/∂Ỹ at Y = 0, decreases under the induced adverse pressure gradient to a positive minimum and then rises back towards unity far downstream. The downstream decay is as in (2.9 b), leading again to linearized properties beyond as in (2.5 d). Forh exceedingh r (which is between 1 and 2 in this case), separation is encountered in the sense of flow reversal occurring, at someX =X 3 station, beyond which τ W becomes negative, reaching a negative minimum followed by a gradual increase downstream to produce reattachment at a stationX =X 4 . The separation here (and below) is a regular phenomenon because of the unknown pressure and fixed displacement conditions holding. These computations and some of the ones described later use the Flare approximation within intervals of reversed flow, as similar computational problems have shown the approximation to yield accurate results in general. Ash continues to increase, the separation point moves slowly upstream and the reattachment point moves quite rapidly downstream. Indeed, for largeh,X 3 tends to minus infinity in a logarithmic fashion (as in Smith 1978) due to the exponential form of the rear face, whereasX 4 tends to plus infinity algebraically. Order-of-magnitude analysis as in earlier works implies that there are two dominant streamwise scales,
apart from the rather delicate separation process upstream. The large-h responses in (2.8) and (2.12) point to the following flow features associated with medium edges.
(c ) Medium edges Medium edges are defined essentially by the parameterh above being large; we may make this definition more refined in three dimensions later on. More specifically here,
(further comment on the upper limitation for h is made at the end of this paragraph) and along the front the local shape is f =f (X). Then there are two zones, outer and inner, when X is of order ∆, wherein
respectively, to leading order. The outer zone is quasi-inviscid, suffering a displaced uniform shear response, while the inner zone comprises a classical, attached, nonlinear viscous boundary layer governed by (2.3), but with
and in effect a prescribed pressure, in (2.14 b). The inner zone is the thinner one in view of (2.13). Its classical boundary-layer solution starts typically in a stagnationpoint form atX = 0+ (indicating a passive subzone there) but approaches a Blasiuslike form downstream asX → ∞, since the quasi-slip velocityf → 1 there. Further downstream where X is of order h 3 as implied by (2.8 b), the two zones merge into one, on top of the roughness, governed by the nonlinear system (2.3 a)-(2.3 d) effectively with a Blasius-like start but leading to the decay (2.9 a), (2.9 b) even further downstream. This is followed again by the slow linear adjustment (2.5 b). Before moving on, we observe that the latter, linear, adjustment relies on h being small, as in (2.13). The theory still applies, however, with minor modification when h is O(1) or larger, in which case the nonlinear viscous-inviscid region simply extends all over the roughness and beyond for distances ca. h 3 , joining with the h 3 long region of the rear discussed next. For that reason, the upper limitation on h in (2.13) may be considered to be relaxed.
Similarly, close to the medium-edged rear, the same streamwise length scales of order ∆ and h 3 operate, from (2.12 a), (2.12 b). On the former scale, however, the flow is separated and at near-uniform pressure, with a relatively thin free shear layer riding over a zone of thickness O(h) which contains slow reversed motion. Downstream where X becomes of order h 3 , the full system (2.3 a)-(2.3 d) is reinstated but subject to a separated velocity profile at its start. Reattachment occurs within this O(h 3 ) length scale and, beyond that, the final decay into linearized properties further downstream. Both the front and the rear provoke flow behaviours resembling those in Smith & Daniels (1981) , therefore, although here the two edges can be treated distinctly. Moreover, the medium-edge properties match with those of the mild case described earlier, for reduced h values, and are consistent with the computations described there. It is interesting also that the separation and reattachment positions near the rear are given by
in terms of the coordinate X. In contrast there is as yet no separation or (hence) reattachment near the front face: that awaits the stage below where the typical edge scale ∆ is smaller and interactive effects additional to those in (2.3) enter the reckoning significantly.
(d ) Strong edges Increasing steepness corresponding to further reductions in the x edge scale ∆ˆ , possibly with slight increases in the heightĥ, leads next into the regime of strong edges. This regime stems from the medium-edged cases just above and is concerned primarily with the front edge and the development of upstream influence. Outside the (slender) zones of (2.14 a), (2.14 b) an inviscid (square) zone acts, with x, y comparable, of order ∆ˆ , to transmit the O(ˆ 2/3 h 2 ) pressure induced on the front face (see (2.2), (2.14 a)) upstream as a feedback influence. (2.16 b) for validity of the current argument, along with the fraction ∆ being small (cf. (2.6)). The reasons for (2.16 b) are as follows. The lower restriction is required for the upstream sublayer to be thinner than the square inviscid zone, as well as for the velocity perturbation in the latter zone to remain a linear one. The upper restriction in (2.16 b) corresponds to the nonlinear viscous-inviscid zone (atop the roughness) provoked just downstream of the ∆ˆ scale having a streamwise length scale (∝ h 3 ) which stays shorter than the triple-deck scale, or equivalently the roughness height h in (2.16 a) must be smaller than the triple-deck height of order Re −5/8 . That ensures the longer-scale triple-deck interaction remains linear, in particular causing only a linear upstream-influence effect through interaction with the outer stream. The resulting mild triple-deck displacement on the shorter scales such as O(∆ˆ ) is then a passive response similar to that discussed in . The characteristic length of the downstream nonlinear influence due to the front ∝ h 3 for medium edges and (Re 1/2ĥ ) 3 for strong edges, and is actually more significant than the overall roughness lengthˆ , at least in terms of generating nonlinear influence upstream, and likewise for the nonlinear influence length due to the rear which is also of order (Re 1/2ĥ ) 3 (cf. (2.8 b), (2.12 b) and the medium-edge scalings earlier). This ties in with removal of both the upper limitation on height in (2.13) as described previously and the upper limitation on lengthˆ in (2.1), (2.6). Other checks on the theoretical assumptions, such as the square zone being sufficiently near the wall, also fall into line with (2.16 b), which we note restricts the edge scale ∆ˆ more than in the mild and medium edged cases.
The inviscid square zone inferred from the above has (1),f ∼ 1 denoting the scaled front-edge shape, and boundedness applies at largê x 2 +ȳ 2 . The ψ 1 value atȳ = 0+ is consistent with the pressure value in (2.14 a), (2.14 b). The solution therefore gives the induced slip velocity as the nonlinear form (∝f 2 )
in particular near the wall ahead of the roughness. The nonlinear viscous sublayer upstream then has
so that its governing equations are the boundary-layer equations (2.3 a), (2.3 b) in U 1 , V 1 , P 1 ,x,ŷ. Its boundary conditions are
where (2.18 c) is to merge with (2.17) and (2.18 d) with the incident shear flow further upstream. The induced slip velocity of (2.17 b) now acts as a prescribed displacement as far as the sublayer is concerned, in (2.18 c), helping to determine the unknown surface pressure P 1 (x) and making any separation/flow reversal encountered be regular. Solutions are presented in figure 3 in terms of the induced pressure and surface shear, again for the tanh-shaped front. Separation first enters at the origin at an O(1) value ofh (h f , slightly below 3 for the tanh front) and then the separation positionx 1 moves upstream for largeh values, whereas the reattachment pointx 2 stays at zero effectively. Analysis for largeh indicates the scales
holding for the primary nonlinear upstream reaction, since (2.17 b) gives the slow decay A 1 ∼h 2f 2 (∞)/(2πx) at large negativex and then (2.19) keeps the present upstream boundary-layer balance intact. The trends (2.19), which contrast with those in Smith (1978) for internal flows (where a combination of logarithmic and exponential behaviour governs the increase in nonlinear upstream influence because of the confined normal scale there), agree with the computations for increasingh including the algebraich 3/2 growth of the upstream separation distance (−x 1 ). At O(1) values ofx, the typical y-extent of the sublayer is
c). Thus whenh is increased to the order of (∆ˆ )
1/3 Re 1/4 , the thickness of this layer becomes comparable with that of the inviscid square zone in which y ∼ ∆ˆ . This leads us into a new regime to be discussed below.
(e ) Severe edges The final two-dimensional case is the severe-edged one, associated with O(1) slopes of the front face, e.g. a 45
• slope or the forward-facing 90 as x * → 0−. Downstream of this sublayer regime of (2.20 b), the separated motion is governed mainly by the Euler equations, in the square zone of dimensions ∆ˆ by ∆ˆ at the front face, combined with free-streamline theory, as in Smith (1978) and Dennis & Smith (1980) . The separation-point prediction (2.21) for severe edges is of special interest as it is independent of the front-edge shape, unlike in the strong-edged case. Also, it helps to confirm that many of the internal-flow properties found in earlier works cross over to the external setting, in spirit if not in all precise details.
The issue of what range of edge lengths ∆ˆ is covered by (2.20), (2.21) must be addressed now. It has been supposed that the enlarged square zone is still small compared with the O(Re −1/2 ) boundary-layer thickness, the roughness height is less than the typical triple-deck height for reasons as in § 2 d, the sublayer is slender, the outer perturbations are small, the dimensions of the enlarged square zone are small relative toˆ , and more. In consequence, the severe-edge theory applies for the range 
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of edge lengths, provided that the roughness lengthˆ exceeds O(∆ˆ Re 1/4 ) 3/2 . We notice that the range (2.22) is a little more restrictive than in (2.16 b) .
This two-dimensional theory for steepening edges provides a guideline for the study of three-dimensional roughness flows below.
Three-dimensional roughness flows: mild edges
Much, but not all, of the analysis so far is found to have application also in the three-dimensional steep-edged context, together with some new specifically threedimensional features.
Starting with smooth obstacles corresponding to ∆ ∼ 1, we have the threedimensional counterpart of (2.2) being (2.2) itself supplemented by
for the typical planform considered. So, the governing equations and conditions (2.3) are extended to
where, again,ĥ ∼ Re −1/2ˆ 1/3 h and h, f are generally of O(1). Here, again, the unknown scaled pressure P = P (X, Z) is independent ofȲ from the normal momentum balance, while in the current three-dimensional configuration, the extra presence of upstream influence is reflected in (3.2 f ) (as in Smith (1976a) but unlike in the two-dimensional configuration considered earlier). Nonlinear solutions for smooth obstacles are given numerically by Sykes (1980) and Smith (1980b Smith ( , 1983 Smith ( , 1986 ), some including separations. As regards our subsequent interest in small ∆ properties, however, linearized solutions on the global obstacle scale are perhaps more helpful, these yielding the result (compare (2.4 a))
for example, on the obstacle, formally, for the Laplacian of the pressure when h is small, where X = g(Z) (with g(0) = 0) denotes the obstacle front. Solving (3.3 a) for the pressure P itself verifies the presence of upstream influence in the system, incidentally, but more significant here is the result for a steep-edged shape in which f = 1 for X > g(Z) in effect on the global scale over the obstacle/roughness, so that (3.3 a) becomes proportional to (X − g(Z)) −5/3 . Hence locally, apart from an order-one additive function of Z,
near such an edge. Similarly, the streamwise and spanwise skin-friction components τ 1 ≡ ∂U/∂Ȳ , τ 2 ≡ ∂W/∂Ȳ , atȲ = 0, are found to respond in the singular forms near the edge as X → g(Z)+. We turn, therefore, to the flow regions situated even closer to the roughness edge(s) when ∆ is small. In examining the edge regions, at small ∆, it is convenient to switch from X, Z to intrinsic coordinates s, n, signifying distances along and normal to the roughness edge (n = 0) essentially, in turn, with corresponding velocity componentsŪ ,W , say (see the diagram in figure 5 ). Then (3.2) are replaced bȳ 
hold to leading order along the whole of the front face for s of order unity and forũ, along with no slip atỹ = 0 and an undisturbed start atñ = 0,f = 0 due to lack of upstream influence in (3.6 a) -(3.7 b) . Here, the front shape has f ≡f (s,ñ) and the characteristic size of the curvature κ is O(1) for the present roughness planforms. Clearly from (3.6) the motion (ṽ,w) in theñ −ỹ cross-plane is quasi-planar at each position s or ψ along the front edge, to leading order, with the s velocity componentũ then following passively from (3.7). The solution of (3.6), moreover, is as in § 2 b with allowance made for the factor sin ψ in (3.6 c) (see nonlinear results in figure 6a for the surface shear stresses in theñ, s directions). Solutions for the accompanying linear development (3.7) ofũ are also shown in figure 6a, these being obtained by extending the computational marching method described earlier. All the computations referred to here are for the tanh-shaped front edgef = tanh(ñ),ñ 0, for all s. Other features of § 2 b also apply here, including the enhanced flow attachment to the front face, the pressure and skin-friction responses downstream as in (2.9) which match now with (3.3 b), (3.3 c), respectively, and the appearance of the double scaling inñ as in (2.8) for largeh, specificallyñ ∼ 1,h 3 , the former accompanied by the twoỹ scales of orderh −1/2 ,h. The same description applies to the rear face of the three-dimensional roughness, subject to the angle ψ lying between zero and − 1 2 π and to the effective pressure and shape displacements of (2.10), (2.11), so that now in (3.6 a)-(3.7 b), f → (f − 1) along the rear edge.
(3.8)
Results are presented in figure 6b for the induced surface shear stresses and pressure. Again, most of the comments in § 2 b apply here, including (2.9) far downstream, flow reversals arising at O(1) values ofh typically, depending on the extra factor sin ψ, and at least twoñ scales induced as in (2.12) at largeh. Further aspects of largeh properties are followed through later on.
A new feature arises, however, at the 'wing-tip', or spanwise extremity, of the roughness, where the angle ψ is near zero and the separate properties of the front and rear edges, in (3.6 a)-(3.7 b) and (3.8), respectively, must be smoothed through. A clue is provided by the factor sin ψ in (3.6 a)-(3.7 b) which, approaching zero, tends to reduce/linearize the effect of the face shapef , as can be seen in the results of figure 6a,b. Simultaneously, the characteristic edge curvature κ is remaining of order unity, so that the characteristic distance |s| becomes small, implying a possible resurgence of the κ terms and of the s derivatives in (3.4 a)-(3.4 c) , i.e. of full three dimensionality. The scales involved at the wing-tips are found to be
given that κ ( ≡ κ + = dψ + /ds + ) is of order unity and the scaled typical edge shape in which the reappearance of s + derivatives and a centrifugal (κ + ) contribution on the left are noteworthy, together with the continued absence of the pressure gradient p s on the right. Also, the wing-tip balance here is a linear one but fully three dimensional, as opposed to the nonlinear quasi-planar balances along the front and rear faces. The termsŪW s and −κŪ 2 cancel each other at leading order in (3.4 c). The boundary conditions from (3.4 d-(3.4 f ) become those of no slip at y + = 0,
and matching with (3.4 f ) or with the front-edge behaviour as s + → −∞. Taking as an example a planform which is circular in the wing-tip region, giving κ + constant, we obtain from (3.10) the pressure transform solution in the form
11 b) with the superscript 'f' denoting a single Fourier transform from n + to β and 'ff' a double one from s + , n + to α,β. More details are given in Appendix B and in figure 7. In figure 7c , the positive values of the normal wall shear τ n indicate the formation of a mild vortex on the rear face (s + > 0) near the roughness edge. We anticipate that this vortex will grow in strength as the roughness edge steepens and the wing-tip flow becomes nonlinear. This is confirmed in § 4 below. The present fully three-dimensional flow solution merges with the quasi-two-dimensional frontface and rear-face responses of (3.5)-(3.8) as s + → ∓∞ in turn, as required, and likewise with the linearized behaviour (3.3) holding on the majority of the roughness as both |s + | and |n + | become large.
That essentially completes the account of the three-dimensional flow around, and over, a mildly edged three-dimensional roughness, forh of order unity. We turn next to steeper edged cases, whose underlying flow features are suggested by the properties holding for the mild edges above at largeh.
Three-dimensional roughnesses: medium edges
More contrasts between three-and two-dimensional roughness flows are seen to arise as the height factorh or h is increased above its previous mild-edge values, in the following way. First, regarding the front-and rear-face motions, the O(h 3 ) length scale induced in terms ofñ for the distance from the front over which nonlinear effects persist, at enhancedh values, implies an O(h 3 ) length scale in terms of n. In three dimensions, if this distance (h 3 ) becomes as large as the roughness planform scale, then nonlinear upstream influence is generated of the type in Smith (1980b) , as the entire motion over the roughness becomes nonlinear, thus negating the assumed start at n = 0 in § 3. Moreover, the roughness-scale, rather than the edge-scale, flow tends to dominate then. So, there is a distinction between h being small and h being of order one or greater. In two dimensions, there is no such distinction, since that type of nonlinear upstream influence is suppressed then (see § § 2 b, c). A second contrast comes from the wing-tip development in three dimensions. For, in the linear wing-tip expressions of (3.9 a), the relative velocity corrections are of order ∆ 1/6h , as is the O(∆ 1/3 ) roughness edge height compared with the O(∆ 1/6 ) height of the wing-tip region in (3.9 b) . Thus, a new stage is indicated whenh is as large as ∆ −1/6 , i.e. h is of order ∆ 1/6 , since then the wing-tip balances are likely to become nonlinear. A similar estimate is provided by an examination of the front-face behaviour in § 3 (or below) for largeh but with ψ tending to zero also, towards the wing-tip. Again, this ∆ 1/6 limitation on h in the present three-dimensional roughness flows is absent in the two-dimensional cases addressed earlier, since the latter have no wing-tip activity theoretically; in reality, of course, the activity is far removed from the main body of almost two-dimensional flow.
We therefore begin the study of medium edges by addressing the range of height factors ∆
1/3
h ∆ 1/6 , (4.1) rather than (2.13). Along the front edge for 1 2 π > ψ > 0, the outer inviscid layer, at scaled normal distancesñ ∼ 1 from the edge, hasȲ = hŶ and
to leading approximation in (3.4 a)-(3.4 c), as implied partly by § § 2 c and 3, with now the front-face shape being f =f (s,ñ). TheW ,V motion stays quasi-two-dimensional (inñ,Ŷ ), corresponding to a displaced unknown shear, while the unknown s velocity u 1 satisfies the equation (Ŷ +f )∂u 1 /∂ñ −Ŷ (∂f/∂ñ)∂u 1 /∂Ŷ = 0 from (3.4 b). Hence the solution is u 1 = (Ŷ 2 + 2fŶ ) 1/2 cos ψ, (4.2 b) which is non-trivial compared with theW ,V forms and leads to a square-root profile near the front surface at smallŶ . It follows that in the inner viscous sublayer,
and P remaining as in (4.2 a). That leaves (3.6 a), (3.6 b), (3.7 a) again holding, for w 0 , v 0 , u 0 , but subject to the classical constraint w 0 →f sin ψ (with prescribed pressure) and the square-root behaviour u 0 ∼ (2fȲ 1 ) 1/2 cos ψ at largeȲ 1 . Thus the present three-dimensional flow for n ∼ ∆ fits in with the attached two-layered y structure observed earlier in the two-dimensional case, supplemented by the relatively slow s evolution via the velocity u 1 or u 0 above. A single y structure then controls the motion further downstream when the distance n is increased to the order h 3 , again yielding attached quasi-two-dimensional flow in the n, y plane supplemented by passive evolution forward in the s direction. Beyond that, where n ∼ 1 linearized properties are retrieved in keeping with (3.3) over the bulk of the roughness shape.
Similar reasoning applies to the medium-edged rear properties, giving, for instance, (2.15) again in terms now of |n|, but subject to the restriction (4.1).
The corresponding wing-tip response remains linear, for the range (4.1), as suggested by the argument in the leading paragraph of this section. The expressions for the velocity and pressure in (3.9) continue to apply provided that the coefficients multiplying u + , v + , w + , p + are increased by a factor h/∆ 1/3 , in essence, with the spatial scalings of (3.9 b) staying intact, and so the solution features of (3.10 a)-(3.11 b) still hold then.
The second type of medium edge to consider has
Here, the descriptions of the quasi-two-dimensional front-and rear-face flows in (4.2 a) are effectively unaltered apart from substitution of (4.4), but the threedimensional wing-tip area produces a nonlinear response. Now (3.9 a) is replaced by 
are obtained, wherein p − is independent of y + . The boundary conditions include
along with appropriate matching to the solutions along the front face as s + → −∞ and on the bulk of the roughness or outside the wing-tip as n + → ∞. The matching just mentioned is of an automatic but multi-structured type which will be described shortly. The wing-tip shape has f = F − (s + , n + ) locally and h = ∆ 1/6 H − with H − of order unity (see figure 8a) . The system (4.6) indicates a vortex-like motion at the wing-tip but involves interactions in the sense of a fixed displacement in (4.6 e) and unknown pressure p − (s + , n + ) acting in (4.6 c). Henceforth, we examine the locally circular planform, for which κ is constant and so ψ + = κs + in (4.6 e), and for convenience we omit the subscripts +, − in the remainder of this section.
Concerning the farfield response at large distances s and/or n, and matching issues, a diagram is given in figure 8b and details of the multi-zoned structure are presented in Appendix C. Of most direct relevance here as far as computing solutions of (4.6) is concerned are the behaviours in zones 1-3 of figure 8b. The flow response in zones 1 and 2 upstream is quasi-two-dimensional and nonlinear, whereas that in zone 3 on the roughness is three dimensional but linearized in form, such that [u, w, v, p] Here, zones 1 and 2 are defined by s → −∞, with n ∼ 1, |s| and y ∼ |s| −1/2 , 1, respectively, while zone 3 has n ∼ |s| 2 , y ∼ n 1/6 , and, in consequence, the motion in zone 1 is affected directly by the precise shape F (−∞, n) of the front edge, whereas the motions in zones 2 and 3 are influenced only by the uniform value F (−∞, ∞) on the roughness top. Zones 1 and 2 merge with the two quasi-two-dimensional flow zones existing along the whole front face described earlier in this section, and indeed (4.7 a) should be supplemented by an expression analogous with (4.2) at larger y values of order 1, reflecting the double y structure then. Zone 3, on the other hand, tends to merge with the bulk of the roughness top rather than just the edge(s). Other interesting aspects of the farfield are described in Appendix C, although it should be stressed that the wing-tip flow of (4.6) essentially has a life of its own.
Computational solutions of (4.6) were obtained by a finite-differencing approach in which the upstream forms (4.7 a), (4.7 b) are set first, via a quasi-two-dimensional sweep in the n direction, at a suitably large negative s value s −∞ , and, second, the side form (4.7 c) is set (for use later) via evaluation of the terms with subscript 3, as in Appendix C, at a suitably large n value n ∞ . For definiteness, we took the edge shape F to be independent of the distance s, and without loss of generality the curvature −κ may then be normalized to unity. The procedure then marches numerically forward in s, using a semi-implicit scheme in s differencing and n differencing, to determine the velocity components and the pressure gradient. The system (4.6) is parabolic in the s direction provided that u is positive, which turns out to be so in all the cases computed here. At each station s 0, the scheme is marched forward in n, on to the roughness, but for s > 0 the march is switched to the opposite direction in view of the reversal of the outer shear ∂w/∂y for large y in (4.6 e) as s passes through zero. This shear reversal tends to create cross-plane (n, y) vortex behaviour (see below). The differencing used is three-point one-sided in ±n, depending on the marching direction, three-point centred in y, and two-point backward in s, thus yielding nominal accuracies of second order in n, y and first order in s. Typical grid sizes used are as in figure 9 , where numerical results for the surface shear stress in the n + direction are presented for the tanh-shaped edge and a circular planform. We observe that the side form (4.7 c) is invoked for any march in the negative n direction. Directional switching of the n march at several s values other than zero was also tested, as was switching and multi-sweeping according to the sign of the local w value, and these alternatives gave results which agreed closely with the present ones for most values of H and most grid sizes, helped no doubt by the finding that u is always positive here. In figure 9 at relatively small height factors H, there is good agreement with the linearized predictions obtained earlier. At increasing H, values cross-flow reversal or longitudinal vortex creation becomes evident ever sooner in the downstream three-dimensional development. For example, in figure 9b, where the height factor H − = 1, it can be seen that there is a region of near-surface flow directed towards the obstacle (τ − n > 0) for s + > 4, whereas for H − = 2 (figure 9c) vortex creation occurs near s + = 2. Far downstream, the solutions tend towards the rear-face separated type as in the zones of figure 8b.
The three-dimensional ranges of height in (4.1), (4.4) are covered then in essence. Going on to examine even larger values of h than in (4.4) remains very difficult at the wing-tip because of the advent of large-scale three-dimensional separation there, as indicated in the above results. A competing feature surrounds the issue of substantial nonlinear upstream influence due to the edges, an influence which is considered in the next section and invokes new physical effects outside the scope of the system (3.2) or (3.4) covering § § 3 and 4.
Three-dimensional roughnesses: strong edges and severe edges
Our focus now is mostly on the flow ahead of, and on, the front face rather than the rear, and we address the flow properties for strong edges and severe edges in turn.
The study of strong edges in three dimensions is based on the scaling arguments of § 2 d, combined with the extra three-dimensional factors just found in § 4. There is something of a competition between the distinct processes there, namely nonlinear upstream influence and nonlinear wing-tip activity, a competition which among other things affects the flow dependence on the roughness dimensions and the Reynolds number and hence the understanding of the height-and-edge-length parameter space. The criterion for substantial upstream influence to be generated is basically as in § 2 d, assuming the motion to be quasi-two-dimensional, which can be justified afterwards. Thus, this first stage of upstream influence appears when the roughness height and edge scale are related byĥ
1) exactly as in (2.16 a) . Against that, the general criterion for substantial wing-tip activity can be worked out as follows. Three-dimensionality enters in a full sense locally at the wing-tip whenw∂/∂n andū∂/∂s are comparable, working for convenience in terms of intrinsic variables such that (ū,w) denoteˆ 1/3 (Ū,W ) and (n,s) are equal toˆ (n, s) in § 3 to leading order. Near the wing-tip, however,n ∼ ∆ˆ still and the ratio ofw toū is of the order |ψ| according to the outer shear conditions, where ψ ∼ |s/ˆ | is the typical small tangent angle. Hence, fully three-dimensional motion is present when |ψ|/∆ˆ becomes comparable with 1/|s|, implying distances |s| of order 
∆
1/2 . The same estimate for |s| governs the appearance of curvature terms, κū 2 relative towwn, say, as expected. The associated viscous thickness in y is of order Re −1/2 |s| 1/3 , from the viscous-inviscid orders of magnitude. Consequently, the sizê
determines the roughness height at which the wing-tip motion becomes nonlinear, in agreement with (4.4). Comparison between (5.1) and (5.2), therefore, yields, for the length scale of the edge,
to be the range of concern here in three-dimensional motion, as opposed to (2.16 b) in two dimensions. If the edge scale ∆ˆ is less than the scale Re −1/2ˆ 1/3 , then the wingtip flow is of a linearized form, described essentially by (3.9 a)-(3.11 b) . Conversely, if the two scales are the same, the wing-tip flow response is nonlinear as given by (4.5)-(4.7 c) essentially. Even larger ∆ˆ scales would tend to lead to relatively large-scale three-dimensional separation at the wing-tip (see near the end of the previous sec-tion), possibly altering the entire flowfield significantly. Again, the three-dimensional upper limit in (5.3) appears to be more restrictive than that in (2.16 b) because the former is exceeded by the latter for all roughness lengthsˆ smaller than O(Re −3/16 ), including, in particular, the complete range ofˆ values in (2.1).
The inviscid square-section zone lying along the strong front edge now, for the range (5.3), has the expressions .17 a) in two dimensions) . The sizes of the velocity components here are derived from the sizes in the outer shear flow and from the mechanics of the slender outer layer of (4.2), along with (2.17 a). The resulting motion is quasi-two-dimensional along almost the whole front face from the orders of magnitude present in (5.4). It follows that the stream functionΨ 1 corresponding to the quasi-two-dimensional flow ofv 1 ,w 1 (inȳ,n) is analogous with ψ 1 in § 2 d but must satisfyΨ 1 = − 1 2h 2f 2 (sin ψ) atȳ = 0+, withh defined as before. The additional sin ψ factor here which is in keeping with the expression for the pressure earlier in (4.2 a) means that the induced nonlinear slip (2.17 b) must also be multiplied by sin ψ now, effectively. Concerning three dimensions more, it is of interest that not only does the passiveū flow (inū 1 , s) have a velocity component of magnitude the same as forw, but alsoū 1 is found to behave singularly (∝ȳ −1 ) asȳ → 0+ on the front face, in line with the behaviour (4.2 b) closer to the front surface. In fact, the controlling equation forū 1 is simplyȳ sin ψ∂ū 1 /∂n +v 1 cos ψ = 0 from (5.4), and sō
on integration. Therefore, there is an O(ȳ −1 ) singularity inū 1 on the roughness face itself (n > 0) merging with (4.2 b), whereas upstream (n < 0) an O(1) slip velocity is produced byū 1 . The double nonlinear sublayer on the face continues to be governed by (4.2 a)-(4.3) in effect.
In the nonlinear sublayer upstream of the front face we then have, with
Here, ∂P 1 /∂ŷ is zero from the normal momentum balance, while the other momentum and continuity balances show thatW 1 ,V 1 andP 1 (s,n) are controlled by the quasi-two-dimensional interactive system
This is analogous with the two-dimensional case (2.18 b)-(2.18 d), apart from the extra sin ψ factors present in three dimensions; moreover, here we again take the front shapef =f (n) to be independent of s as the main example. TheŪ 1 flow is controlled by the corresponding linear system
indicating a passive effect only (cf. (3.7) relative to (3.6 a)-(3.6 c)). Solutions of (5.7) may be obtained from those of (2.18 b)-(2.18 d) by a renormalization to allow for the sin ψ factors. Indeed, the main point of interest is the influence of those factors on upstream separation in this three-dimensional context. For a given shape of front face depending only onn, the variables
satisfy the original two-dimensional problem of (2.18 b)-(2.18 d) with (2.17 b). So now there is clear dependence on the direction ψ as well as on the precise shape of the front face, for such three-dimensional strong edges, as illustrated in figure 10 in terms of the pressure and surface shear produced. For example, on approach to the wing-tip, where ψ → 0+, for any given roughness heighth, the effective height (sin ψ) 1/6h in (5.9) tends to zero, yielding linearized upstream flow properties as might be expected qualitatively although the specific behaviour ∝ (sin ψ) 1/6 is a more quantitative result. The relative slowness of the dependence on ψ in practice is evident in the numerically small values of ψ found in figure 10 . The more localized wing-tip response itself is then linear or nonlinear according to whether ∆ˆ is less than or equal to the order of Re −1/2ˆ 1/3 , as discussed just after (5.3). On the other hand, in the upstream motion at any fixed angle (direction) ψ between 1 2 π and zero, increasing indefinitely the roughness heighth produces an indefinite increase also in the effective height (sin ψ) 1/6h , thus leading into the regime of comparatively large heights analogous with (2.19). The major upstream features then become independent of the front-face shape but dependent still on the direction ψ because of the (sin ψ) 1/6 factor in (5.9), such that, for instance, the characteristic |n| scale increases likeh 3/2 (sin ψ) 1/4 . The flow properties for severe edges in three dimensions then follow from the largē h behaviour just described and indeed follow closely the pattern of § 2 e, but subject to the competing feature of nonlinear wing-tip activity. Severe edges havê h ∼ ∆ˆ (5.10) and the region of nonlinear upstream influence is pushed relatively far ahead of the edge, to distances |n| ∼ (∆ˆ ) 3/2 Re 3/8 , which exceed those in (5.10), so that in the viscous wall layer, [ū, v,w, p] .079°0
.079°ψ Figure 10 . Strong three-dimensional edge. Upstream solutions for surface shearτ n (inn direction) and pressureP 1 in (5.7), based on combining figure 3 and (5.9), in the case of the tanh-shaped front. Here,τ n ≡ ∂W 1/∂ŷ evaluated atŷ = 0 . This interpretation has fixed h = 9, with the tangent angle ψ varying from 90
• to 0.0001 • along the front; alternatively,h in figure 3 could be replaced byh(sin ψ) 1/6 .
of ∆ inferred from (5.12) is much less than that inferred from (5.3), for a given lengtĥ and Reynolds number Re, in line with the physically sensible view that a decrease of the edge extent ∆ provokes steepening of the front edge and hence increased nonlinearity and upstream influence. Along with this, if ∆ is fixed at the maximum value allowed in (5.12) for a severe edge, generating a nonlinear wing-tip response somewhat related to that in (4.4)-(4.7 c), then ∆ is less than the corresponding maximum in (5.3) and so the implied wing-tip response in the previous regime for a strong edge is only linear and as in (3.9 a)-(3.11 b), a comparison which again seems to make good physical sense. For any severe edge in the range (5.10) and (5.12), however, the wing-tip response is bound to alter from all previous cases because the edge slope is now of order unity, implying a characteristicn scale comparable with the y scale locally and hence viscous diffusions (and pressure gradients) contributing at leading order in both these directions, unlike in (3.9 a)-(3.11 b) and (4.4)-(4.7 c). Returning to the upstream-flow expressions in (5.11), we find that the resulting upstream motion is predominantly quasi-two-dimensional and the governing equations are in essence as in § 2 e, again except for sin ψ factors operating as in (5.9) above. A reinterpretation of the results of figure 4b,c can therefore be made, akin to that in figure 10, including division of τ * , P * in figure 4b by sin ψ, (sin ψ) 4/3 in turn to give then * surface shear and the pressureP * ; thes * surface shear τ s * ( ≡ ∂Ū * /∂y * at y * = 0) is as shown earlier in figure 4b, while in figure 4c , ∂U * /∂y * should be interpreted as (sin ψ) −1 ∂W * /∂y * in the present context. Further description of the flow structure is virtually as in § 2 e, and in particular the increasingly separated flow at the end n * = 0 may be described by a combination of the terminal forms in Smith (1978) , Sychev (1980) and Elliott et al. (1983) forW * ,V * , supplemented now by the threedimensional effect inŪ * . The outstanding point perhaps is the prediction
(5.13) (in terms ofn), which generalizes the two-dimensional result of (2.21) to the current three-dimensional context for severe edges whereĥ = ∆ˆ h * . Again, the result (5.13) holds independently of the front-edge shape and its implications are shown in figure 11.
Further comments
This theoretical work has explored five or so distinct features of flow over/around a single two-or three-dimensional roughness, mounted on a surface, as the roughness edges become increasingly steep. The features include the separate nonlinear edge motions, the generation of nonlinear upstream and downstream influence and separations, wing-tip responses in the three-dimensional case, the validity of quasi-planar results in the three-dimensional setting, and the ranges of application of local nonlinear theory in two-and three-dimensional motions. It has also been seen that ever smaller edge fractions (∆), for example, can lead to enhanced upstream influence and separation, which occurs broadly as in internal flows due to inviscid pressure feedback. In particular, the relatively large upstream separation distance (in (1.1) or (5.13) above) is forced by the potential-like flow, within the otherwise uniform shear near the surface, over what appears as an abrupt step on the length scale (1.1) or (5.13), yielding the inverse-distance growth form of the effective displacement (−A 1 ) acting there. This upstream separation distance with its dependence onĥ 3/2 , wherê h is the non-dimensionalized edge height, also applies for internal flows, for example, if the edge remains sufficiently close to the wall as here. In fact, an alternative version of ( 1.1) In addition, the predicted ratio (6.1) is large, and it applies independently of the precise front-face geometry.
In order to give an idea of the physical distances involved in these processes, we calculate the upstream separation distance predicted by (6.1) for the experimental set-up of Klebanoff & Tidstrom (1972) . The apparatus consisted of a two-dimensional obstacle of height h D ≈ 5 × 10 −3 feet situated at a distance of 2 feet from the leading edge of a flat plate. Given that the oncoming boundary layer is of Blasius type, the local Reynolds number close to the obstacle is calculated to be It is not clear from Klebanoff & Tidstrom's work precisely where upstream separation takes place, but from their figure 11 it would appear to be less than half an inch upstream of the obstacle, although the region of upstream influence extends to about 30 obstacle heights (see also Sedney's (1973) comments) . Thus it appears that the prediction (6.1) is not in contradiction with the experimental data available. (Further, we observe that the ratio n D /h D ≈ 0.52-0.62 is not large for the range above, despite Re W being 186-362 approximately). Some new experiments on flow past small protuberences seem to be called for in order that quantitative comparisons can be made.
An interpretation of the upstream-separation prediction is provided in figure 11a for the three-dimensional roughness case, taking account of the sin ψ factor involved, whereas for a two-dimensional roughness, sin ψ is unity. We note the similarity to Doligalski et al.'s (1994) figure 10 , for example, for flow past a large-scale obstacle. Also in figure 11b , a sketch of typical three-dimensional streamlines is given, for the successive mild, medium, strong and severe edges considered herein. Separation from the rear edge first occurs for mild steepnesses, as opposed to front-edge separation which first arises only at the strongly steep stage. The critical heights (ĥ) of these first separations are therefore of order Re −1/2 (∆ˆ ) 1/3 for the rear (seeh r in § 2 b) and of order Re −1/4 (∆ˆ ) 2/3 for the front (seeh f in § 2 d). Indeed, the four positions x 1 -x 4 , of front separation, front reattachment, rear separation and rear reattachment, respectively, mentioned in § 1, can be summarized as follows for the two-dimensional case. At the front, for increasing steepness, x 1 , x 2 are absent until the edge becomes strongly steep, at which stage x 1 is given by the value ∆ˆ x 1 in § 2 d, whenh exceedsh f , whereas x 2 remains o(∆ˆ ), i.e. closer to the front edge; as the steepness then increases to the severe stage, the upstream separation distance in (2.21) is attained by −x 1 ; corresponding results in three dimensions introduce sin ψ factors as in § 5 (e.g. (5.13) ). At the rear, x 3 , x 4 appear earlier, during the mildly steep stage, being proportional toX 3 ,X 4 in § 2 b, whenh exceedsh r , following which the values X 3 , X 4 in § 2 c apply for the medium edge case. Again, there are corresponding results incorporating sin ψ factors for three-dimensional roughnesses in § § 3 and 4.
Related points follow immediately. For instance, there are the contrasts between two-and three-dimensional roughness flows, as regards their ranges of application, the wing-tip activity and instabilities (see below), as well as many similarities between the two ( § § 3-5). Moreover, much of the flow can still pass over a three-dimensional roughness rather than around it, depending among other things on the edge properties. The three-dimensional streamlines themselves, described earlier, as in figure 11 , are of further interest. The velocityū in thes direction, around the roughness, has been found to remain positive throughout, as the inputū distribution is simply diffused and convected by the v,w field, according to all the governing equations of § § 3-5. This appears to be so irrespective of whether the v,w field is itself separated or not. It implies that along the front of the roughness, for strong or severe edges (so thath >h f ), contracting spirals can form (near ψ = 1 2 π, as in the above figure) in which fluid particles continue to head towards less separated or more attached regions (towards the wing tips, as ψ reduces), thus decreasing their spiral radii, whereas along the rear face expanding spirals occur as ψ continues to reduce and regions of enhanced separation are entered by the particles. These separated-flow spirals are distinct from the secondary vortex motions seen in previous linearized analyses which involve only mild (horseshoe) flows normal to the major shear direction x. The present spirals may or may not be connected with the so-called necklace vortices observed experimentally but the overall trends seem physically sensible.
Further avenues to explore include the limitations on the present theory. For example, the upper restrictions of § § 2 d and 2 e are interesting in two-dimensional flows, as are the corresponding three-dimensional ones in § 5, while the roughness length (ˆ ) in the two-dimensional case could be enlarged beyond its upper limitation in (2.1) without upsetting the subsequent edge-layer theory. More study should be valuable on the strong or severe rear-face properties in two or three dimensions where, in particular, the separating flow over a 90
• backward-facing step appears likely to be covered by a combination of the inverse-distance quasi-potential displacement described in the opening paragraph of this section and the constant shift in effective height described in § § 2 a, 2 b and 3, in two or three dimensions. The theory could then move on to treating distributions of roughnesses, edge by edge, and bringing into play a doubly viscous flow structure wherever the flow remote from the steep edges becomes nonlinear as opposed to the present configurations. Generally speaking, dis-tributed roughness flows pose interesting and challenging questions beyond those for a single roughness addressed herein. In addition, concerning the final restriction in § 5 for three-dimensional roughness flows, the theory can probably be taken a little further without drastic change of the overall flow structure, provided the relatively large-scale separation implied at the wing-tip is not excessive. A new wing-tip form must arise, however, when the roughness edge becomes severe, in view of the comparable cross-scales then, and future study is necessary. Other types of planform for the roughness also need studying, possibly including high or low curvature κ or sign changes in κ.
Another avenue is on increased separation, particularly in the three-dimensional case, although comparatively large-scale separations are accommodated already in the current work, e.g. for strong and severe edges. Of special concern is the increasingly nonlinear wing-tip ( § § 4 and 5), provoking three-dimensional large-scale separation which probably involves the creation of vortex sheets when the non-dimensional roughness heightĥ is much greater than the value shown in (5.2). More understanding is necessary also on wing-tip vortices, whether via separation or transition, or both. Many transitional aspects are of relevance here. There are many instabilities lurking in the present three-dimensional motions particularly, such as those associated with wall jets (in the cross-flow), which are always inviscidly unstable, with onset of inflectional instability and with various cross-flow modes, as well as TollmienSchlichting modes and, if vortex sheets appear as above, Kelvin-Helmholtz modes, all suggesting that in practice transition may be varied and complex. On the other hand, the upstream separations occurring for strong or severe roughness edges seem to show no signs of inflection, let alone sufficiently strong inflection (Savin 1996; Smith 1996) , in the velocity profiles produced (e.g. in figure 4c ), as is common with free-interaction separations, while sufficiently small wall-jet velocities introduce significant viscous stabilizing effects (S. N. Timoshin 1996, personal communication) on otherwise inviscid instabilities. So inviscid instabilities may be quite suppressed ahead of the planar or three-dimensional roughness, adding some weight to the current steady-flow approach there. Finally here, closely similar theory can be developed for planar or three-dimensional dents, rather than the present humps, the roles of the front and rear faces then tending to be interchanged.
where Ψ is the scaled stream function. Hence (2.3 a), (2.3 b) give the simple forms ψ 1 =Ȳ B 1 (X) + g(Ȳ ), u 1 = B 1 (X) + g (Ȳ ), (A 2) provided that dP/dX is less than O(∆ −2/3 ), which is justified below. Here, B 1 is an as yet unknown function ofX, while g(Ȳ ) is an arbitrary (wake) profile specified by the solution in region (ii) as X → 1−, thus satisfying g(0) = g (0) = 0, g (∞) = hf(−∞) =hf (1−) if we take B 1 (−∞) = 0 for convenience. The outer constraint as Y → ∞ in (2.3 d) , however, requires u 1 →hf (X) asȲ → ∞, and so B 1 + g (∞) =hf from (A 2). Therefore, B 1 (X) =hf(X) −hf (−∞) ( A 3 ) determines B 1 . Region (iv) underneath (iii) hasȲ = ∆ 1/3Ỹ and so on, as in (2.10), thus yielding the nonlinear equations (2.3 a), (2.3 b) in effect whenX ∼ 1, dP/dX being of order ∆ −1/3 . The matching condition becomes (2.11) immediately because of the solution for u 1 in (A 2), given B 1 in (A 3) and withf (−∞) equal to 1. Hence the effective reduction in roughness height, in the rear-face region, as seen in (2.5 c), (2.11), etc., is brought about by the two-layer flow structure (iii)-(iv) above.
Similar two-layer structures also hold for medium, strong and severe steepnesses at the rear edge, and likewise in three dimensions.
Appendix B. On the solution in the linear wing-tip region
We consider here the case of a circular planform for which the angle ψ + is related to the constant curvature κ by ψ + = κs + . In this situation the wing-tip equations (3.10) become, on suppression of the + subscripts 
) where r = (s 2 − 2n/κ) 1/2 , corresponding to the location where the flow first encounters the roughness. In deriving the above expression we have assumed that the roughness shape f is zero for n < 0. The other expressions given in (B 2) can be inverted in a similar fashion and all exhibit the 'wake' behaviour evident in (B 3). It can be demonstrated analytically that as s and −n tend to infinity (with −n 1 2 κs 2 ), the solutions given here match to a similarity form arising at large negative n in the rear region studied in § 3. Figure 7 shows contour plots obtained from the numerical evaluation of (B 3) and the corresponding expressions for ∂p/∂n, τ n , B, D using a roughness shape of the formh f (n) = tanh(n), for n 0, 0, for n < 0, (B 4) with the curvature −κ taken equal to 2 for convenience. The region of undisturbed motion can also be seen clearly in all the plots. In addition, a comparison with this linearized solution is presented in figure 9a , with appropriate allowance made for the curvature value −κ.
Appendix C. The nonlinear wing-tip farfield behaviour
Zones 1-9 of the farfield for the wing-tip problem (4.6) are shown in figure 8b . We present the salient points for each zone in turn.
Zone 1 upstream is found to have the expansion (4.7 a) holding, in its inner part, and so substitution into (4.6 a)-(4.6 c) leaves the controlling equations here as effectively the quasi-planar nonlinear system (3.6 a), (3.6 b) in the cross-plane, with an outer slip κF (−∞, n) drivingw 1 , augmented by (3.7 a) for the s velocity. Thus it is characteristic of the front-face motion, with strong attachment, as is the implied outer part where y is of O(1).
Zone 2, also upstream, has the form (4.7 b), which leads to the same controlling equations as in zone 1 (with changed notation) but the outer uniform-shear contributions now make their presence felt at leading order. The solution matches with that of zone 1 for n |s| but then becomes linearized as n increases to become much larger than |s|. Both zones 1 and 2 are therefore covered by quasi-two-dimensional equations at leading order, a facet made use of in the numerical study in § 4.
The profiles W 1 (η), W 2 (η) can also be written down explicitly, these being not dissimilar to T (η) above. The results (C 6)-(C 13), which agree with the results of Appendix B for the linear case, are incorporated in the computational program for solving the nonlinear wing-tip problem.
We notice that the solution in zone 3 above is regular through s = 0. In fact, zone 4, in which s ∼ 1 with n being large, is therefore only the local continuation of zone 3 really but it is of significance in terms of the local streamwise and spanwise velocity profiles induced, since at some moderate s values these are in essence the profiles which are fed into the computational treatment as boundary (side) constraints as described in § 4. The spanwise profile, specifically, exhibits flow reversal (inflow, outflow) in the sense that the spanwise motion near the surface gives a pouring of fluid off the roughness, whereas at increased heights from the surface there is a return motion towards the roughness centre (see also the results in figure 9 ).
Zone 5's solution is virtually identical with that in zone 3, (C 1)-(C 13), because of the regularity across s = 0. It follows that zones 6 ± , closer to the rear edge, are similar to zone 2, and zones 7 ± are likewise similar to zone 1, although now the outer part is thicker in y ( ∼ s 1/3 ), giving an effective reduction in height analogous with that discussed in Appendix A. Separation is present from the rear face in terms of the v, w cross-field, starting from the delicate interaction associated with (2.15 a). Zone 8 is virtually the same as zones 3 and 5 in (C 1)-(C 13) but acting as a wake beyond the rear edge, beginning from zone 6 + and then terminating at zone 9 where n = 1 2 κs 2 (or z = const.) in effect, there being no disturbance beyond zone 9 (cf. Appendix B). The solution in zone 9 resembles that of the so-called corridor in Smith et al. (1976) , adjusted for the zero-displacement conditions holding here, with a small pressure variation which is arbitrary in z, in view of its position relatively far downstream.
The solutions in the various zones 1-9 present match as required with the solutions on the front face, on the rear face or on the middle of the roughness. Again, the cutoff at zone 9 is essentially as in the linearized regime studied in Appendix B. Finally here, computation is necessary at O(1) values of s, n and this is described in § 4.
